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Here in the northeast, fall is finally settling in as Mother

Nature puts on her annual, spectacular display of color

for us to enjoy. It is inevitable that the seasons change,

as they are now, but one thing that should never

change is the commitment to customers and the

communities in which we serve, which are the lifeblood

of any business no matter the size or industry.

Here at Inframark, we have a great story to tell about

how we treat our customers and the communities in

which we serve. On Sept. 19, a crew member in one of

our Municipal Utility District (MUD) businesses in

Houston came to the rescue of stranded people on the

roads as a result of recent significant floods.

 

Tropical Storm Imelda inundated the West side of

Houston (Katy area). The area had 4 to 5 inches of

rain within an hour or so, flooding Kingsland Blvd. in

front of the West Memorial WWTP. Field Service

Technician Steve Rassette, being onsite, noticed a

vehicle stranded and unable to travel due to the

flooded street. He was able to get the vehicle to pull

into the facility parking lot and provided a

grandmother and her granddaughter shelter in the

board room until the street flooding subsided. This is

Pure Partnership personified. It is the Inframark way ―
both in terms of our expertise and our unwavering

commitment to our clients and their customers!

CEO MESSAGE

CEO

S T E P H A N E  B O U V I E R

Serving Our Customers and Communities…
The Inframark Way!

Welcome to our Fall issue

of the Source! Summer is

in our rear view now as

we enter the final quarter

of the year. Change is all

around us.

We are obviously quite proud of Steve, but this is only

one example of what we do for our customers day in

and day out. So this begs a few questions. Do you and

your employees go above and beyond on a daily basis

for your customers? Do you have plans in place to

ensure customer satisfaction? Are you involved in your

communities beyond the service you provide? As you

can see, sometimes all it takes is an act of kindness

when you least expect it. Remember, you never know

when the call will come so it is always best to have it

ingrained in your culture that customers and the

community come first. That way, you can never go

wrong.

 

Enjoy your reading!
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We start with finding a strong team that is willing to

step up to the plate.  Back in 2017, the Central Basin

team, including me, were up for the challenge. The

four dedicated team members ― Andres Medina,

Joe Covarrubias, Jack Espinoza and Joseph Martinez

― were just what our new client dreamed about. 
 

Our client’s incumbent partner had neither a

dedicated team assigned to the contract nor did

they conduct daily inspections of the plants (only

three days per week). Our team conducts

inspections seven days per week and provides 24/7

emergency response service.

 

Our team participated in weekly client operational

meetings, which were held during the first six

months of the contract.  The goal was to

identify plant inefficiencies and partner with the

client to provide solutions. One example of this:

During a plant inspection, our operator noticed that

one of the booster pumps was making an unusual

noise and observed significant vibration.  The

booster had to be shut off for further investigation.

Findings indicated that the booster pump was failing

and the operator’s quick response reduced the

chance of any significant damage.  Another 

example: When our operators were conducting

valve exercising maintenance, there were over a

dozen valves that did not line up with the client’s

Global Information System (GIS) system. This

information was immediately communicated to the

client so that the information could be updated. 
And finally, during inspections, several air relief

valves were found inoperable. The client adjusted its

annual budget to account for the essential repairs. 

 

Other items discussed during these meetings

included key components of the contract scope,

which outlined the delivery status of each item.  The

weekly meetings were vital to our team’s success by

providing an opportunity for our client to recognize

the benefit of our new partnership. It was a key

element in gaining the trust of our client.  This meant

we were identifying not only the right short-term

tasks, but also the right long-term goals,

perspective, and attitude.  Since then, we have

decreased the frequency of our client meetings to bi-

monthly, which continue to be a significant factor in

ensuring our alignment.

When you first hear the word alignment, you

instantly think of a straight line.  Following the path

of a straight line may seem like an easy task but how

do we chart a line that hasn’t been drawn?

“MEETING” OUR CLIENT’S
EXPECTATIONS
B Y  I R I S  R A M O S ,  A R E A  M A N A G E R - S O U T H E R N  C A L I F O R N I A
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Our Infrastructure Management Services (IMS)

team offers clients better ways to stay informed by

balancing accessibility in our changing digital world. 

WHAT THE TECH? 
B Y  S A R A H  H U D S O N ,  I M S  P R O J E C T  M A N A G E R

Technology has changed the way we have

interacted with the world since the advent of the

telegraph. Each invention thereafter has

exponentially increased the accessibility to people

and information. With today’s fast-paced

environment and high demand for instant

notifications, remaining accessible to our clients is a

top priority in our customer-focused business. 

 
Inframark IMS provides an array of technology

services to our clients to keep up with the changing

times. We offer interactive portals for our volunteer

committees and board members, online payment

portals for homeowners to pay their dues, and live

chat and informative websites that provide

homeowners with the information they are looking

for. But at the end of the day, the true value of our

service is how we use this technology to remain

accessible to our clients.

 

We pride ourselves on the personal approach we

take when we communicate with our homeowners

and board members. We can easily fall into the trap

of automation, leaving homeowners desperately

pressing 0 on their phones trying to get an operator.

Our Customer Care team is the first line to our

customers and can be reached in many ways,

including our Live Chat option. Kathy Grumbles, a

Customer Care representative, emphasized that

“Our personal touch helps address the issue faster

when a homeowner can talk to someone instead of

going through an automated list of options and

responses.”
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Social media has exploded over the past decade and

has become a viable communication platform to get

out information. At Inframark IMS, we offer our

clients a social media hybrid website powered by

Nabr Network called IMS Townsquare. The

platform provides a social media component

completely closed to the neighborhood and  

"Our personal touch helps
address the issue faster when a
homeowner can talk to
someone instead of going
through an automated list of
options and responses."
Kathy Grumbles, Customer Care Representative
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becomes the official communication channel of the

Homeowners' Association (HOA). Managers

communicate with the members with notices of

upcoming meetings, assessment reminders, spring

cleaning tips, and maintenance schedules.

Homeowners use this newsfeed to report flash flood

locations and detour routes during hurricanes. (It

recently came in handy during the most recent

storms in Texas and Florida.) Site pages are created

with helpful tips and resources, and online forms are

available for homeowners to fill out electronically

and submit. Online voting is also available for

annual meetings through electronic absentee

ballots. The site is fully integrated with our

accounting program to allow online payments and

seamlessly transfer new owner updates.

 

Our volunteer committee and board members are

just that ― volunteers! For some, this is their second

or third job yet they still find time to support their

local communities. We understand how busy their

schedules can be and therefore offer online portals

via SmartWebs and AvidXchange to review and

submit information on their schedule. We provide

portals that allow the architectural control

committee to review applications for exterior

modifications and submit their votes online. The

same portal can be used for the fining committee

and board members to review outstanding deed

restriction violations and enable them to vote on

necessary enforcement action. Gone are the days of

physically signing vendor checks for payment. Our

online bill pay system allows the board member to

review and approve expenses all with the click of a

button.

 

As technology continues to advance and change the

way we interact with our clients, Inframark IMS

continues to set the bar in finding meaningful ways

of remaining accessible to our board members,

customers, and homeowners.



Water system operations, particularly surface water

systems, can be affected by seasonal changes in air

and water temperatures.  Chemical reactions begin

to slow down due to cooler water temperatures. 
Mixing energy requirements and contact

requirements may be increased or lengthened and

water supplies cool.   Surface water supplies

may be affected by a reduction in available sunlight,

which can result in reduced algae production,

changes in alkalinity, and changes in coagulant

dosages. Systems in more northern climates will be

affected sooner and more extensively than systems

in more moderate climates. System operators need

to be able to recognize and respond to these

changes.

 

Wastewater systems are similarly affected. 
Biological activity begins to slow down. Chemical

reaction rates slow as well.  Significant adjustments

may be required to solids levels as the daylight hours

decrease and water cools. Aeration requirements

typically begin to decline. High rate systems such as

those utilizing high-purity oxygen may need to

respond quickly to seasonal changes so as not to

adversely upset the biomass. Effective system

operators must be able to recognize and make the

appropriate adjustments. Systems that employ more

complex biological nutrient removal may have to

make multiple, minute adjustments to maintain

compliance with discharge limitations as the

transition to winter time operation occurs.  All of

these elements are dependent on individual

discharge permit requirements, some of which may

be relaxed in colder months.

 

Mechanical elements of the systems we operate are

similarly affected.  Condensate will build up faster in

air and gas piping and require more frequent

draining.  Biogas piping and controls require the

same care. Winterization of buildings, heating and

ventilating systems, and vehicles require the same

diligence.

 

Of course, our employees must adapt to these

changes. With the sun being lower in the horizon,

drivers must be ready for the increased morning and

evening glare by wearing sunglasses when 

The capability to recognize and respond to

seasonal changes can be critical to successful

operations of water and wastewater facilities. 

ADJUST GO WITH IT:
SEASONAL OPS CHANGES
ARE COMING, WEATHER
WE LIKE IT OR NOT
B Y  J E F F R E Y  D O U T R I C H ,  R E G I O N A L  O P E R A T I O N S  S U P P O R T  A D V I S O R  
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necessary. The onset of colder weather may require

a significant increase in cold weather gear.  This can

include heavier gloves, insulated coats, boots, and

headwear. Ice cleats or crampons should be

available to employees that have to work outdoors

in colder weather when snow or ice is forecasted.

Now is the time to check where yours are. Snow

shovels and ice melter inventory should be checked

and replenished where inadequate. Test run snow

blowers and check snow plows before the season

is upon us.

 

With a little extra diligence, Inframark employees

and the systems we operate can be ready for the

onset of old man winter to work safely and maintain

regulatory compliance. 11
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HIRE  LEARNING:  
WATER  AND  WASTEWATER

OPERATOR  STAFFING  IN  THE  
NEW  MILLENNIUM

D A N  G E R M A N ,  S R .  H R  B U S I N E S S  P A R T N E R



Inframark, LLC, takes a comprehensive approach to

identifying strategies to hire and retain water and

wastewater operators.

 

Imagine managing a water or wastewater plant and

having no qualified employees to operate it or

anyone that wants to learn how to operate it. The

possibility of this is becoming a reality. Gone are the

days when you could easily find a cadre of qualified

candidates that were willing to accept the job and

exercise enough hard work and patience to become

certified and climb the career ladder. The job market

is rapidly evolving around us. In late 2018, the U.S.

job market experienced a significant tipping point

with more available job openings than job seekers.

In addition, candidate demographics and career

expectations, as well as the introduction of new

technologies in job searches, has forced us all to

rethink our strategies. 

 
With challenges ranging from retiring Baby Boomers

to unpredictable future generations, the job market

is difficult to understand and predict for any period

of time. Recent research tells us 10,000 people per

day in the U.S. turn 65 years old and this trend

will continue for 19 more years. In 2005, 45% of the

U.S. workforce was comprised of Baby Boomers. By

2020, only 25% of the U.S. workforce will comprise

this group and more than 60% will be Millennials

and future generations. Needless to say, most

companies are not ready for this seismic shift.

Education changes are playing a key role in the

labor market in multiple ways. The U.S. labor

market is more educated than ever, which has both

pros and cons associated with it. With 70% of all

high school graduates in the U.S. attending post-

secondary institutions, few new graduates are left to

seek careers in the trades. With career competition

from plumbing, HVAC, electrical, and other trades,

water and wastewater is left with few candidates

coming from high school directly to the trade. 
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Furthermore, many employers are now requiring

college degrees for roles that traditionally have

not required this. Since the labor market on the

whole is now more educated, employers are simply

utilizing the resources available in the market. This

concept, known as “degree-inflation” is a strategy

some employers utilize to help fill their trade-related

talent voids. The jury is still out on this practice as

there is little proof it effectively creates long-term

career paths in the trades. More likely, it is leaving

college graduates less than satisfied in multiple

ways.

 

With the challenge of few candidates seeking a

career in water and wastewater, we need to look at

potential solutions such as partnering with post-

secondary associate degree institutions, as well as 



establishing grassroots efforts in high schools and

vocational high schools, to show students that a

career in wastewater can be interesting and

lucrative as well as environmentally impactful.

 

Inframark has experienced success by casting a wide

net and ensuring we cultivate as many solutions as

possible. In addition to traditional methods of

advertising openings and screening candidates, we

have adopted a number of effective solutions:

 

Recruitment Advertising: Inframark recently

installed various mobile-friendly applications to

ensure job advertisements, as well as

applications, are very mobile friendly. Not

everyone has a PC, which can create access

barriers, but more and more people have access

to smart phones. By utilizing vendors that are

more mobile friendly, Inframark has seen an

increase in the number of qualified job

applicants. Inframark has not moved away from

the traditional methods of sourcing candidates

as every company vehicle and facility displays

help wanted signs. 

 
Employee Referrals: Inframark has a long history

of having a strong employee referral program

with high usage. In 2018, the company doubled

the payment amount for all employees that refer

candidates that are hired and retained.

 

Social Media Networking: In addition to

Facebook®, Twitter and LinkedIn™, the

Inframark Talent team monitors industry specific

social media to contact possible candidates. The

company has recently begun production of a

series of video job descriptions recorded as

employee testimonials. These provide potential

candidates with a very realistic view of the job

and employee thoughts on working for

Inframark.
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Non-Profit Job Developers: There are many

regional and local youth talent pipeline

organizations in the U.S. Many are focused on

developing careers for high school graduates not

attending post-secondary education. Inframark

is beginning to partner with such firms to help

develop grassroots efforts for the industry.

 
Post-secondary Associate Degree Institutions:

Inframark is partnering with post-secondary

associate degree institutions to secure students

into internships after year one of their

curriculum. The challenge is finding enough

schools that offer a water or wastewater

curriculum. There are only a handful of such

nationwide and most have a small number of

graduates annually. 

 
High Schools and Vocational High Schools: A

local approach Inframark has instituted is to arm

their project and plant managers with the job

fair kits and specific information necessary to

work with local high schools and vocational

schools to communicate the benefits of a career

in water and wastewater, and educate future

generations on the secure career path and the

environmental importance of our industry.

 

Once on board, retention of new hires is crucial. Far

too many organizations miss the critical step of

onboarding new employees for success. Onboarding

should start even before an employee’s first day. The

positive connection with the direct supervisor needs

to be established long before the new employee’s

first day. A disconnect with management is one of

the chief causes of premature turnover for new hires.

Having the direct supervisor own the onboarding

process is critical. The onboarding process should

occur over months, not weeks, and include all

necessary information for employees to successfully

perform their jobs as well as create a roadmap for 
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success within the company. Continuous learning is

a key component to long-term success of any

employee. Inframark has recently installed a state-

of-the-art Learning Management System and

Performance and Talent Management process to

ensure a learning and development-related

culture is thriving in the organization. Without these

critical components in place, retention of future

generation workers may suffer. 

 
Imagine managing a water or wastewater plant and

hiring candidates that are excited to work in the

industry and utilize enhanced technology to operate

the plant and learn and develop themselves. This is a

possible reality if you ensure you take all the correct

steps to recruit, onboard and develop your

employees.



PROJECT

SPOTLIGHT

The Danville, Va., project exemplifies

the three principles of Inframark’s vision

of Pure Partnership.  Pure Alignment,

Pure Accessibility and Pure

Accountability are built into the culture

of the employees of this project that has

been in our portfolio since 2009.  The

employees are driving the success of this

project, and the 10-year history of

continuous improvement and forward

thinking have made this one of

Inframark’s most successful projects. 

 

A partnership between the employees

and Inframark to invest in their

capabilities by increasing their skills in

the classroom and on-the-job training

has reaped massive benefits.  This

training and deconstruction of the

status quo has enabled the employees

to become more flexible and focused on

the overall plant goals instead of

departmentalized goals. This focus has

now evolved into area goals for Danville

and Chatham, Va., as well as

Yanceyville, N.C.  

 

The City of Danville has realized the

value in our employee investment

through lower labor pricing vs. general

contractors, an empowered 

knowledgeable laboratory team, a

regional administrative assistant, and a

staff that understands the value of

providing safe, 100% compliant, cost-

effective operation and maintenance

services.

 

The Danville team has also performed

trials of higher performance

technologies for the City (peracetic

acid) and for Inframark (WIMS™

Enterprise Version).  There are several

employees that have traveled to other

projects or participated in improvement

teams providing electrical, laboratory,

industrial pretreatment, computerized

maintenance management system

(CMMS), and organizational structure

assistance.  
 
A recent Occupational Safety and

Health Administration (OSHA)

inspection resulted in a zero findings

report.  The inspector, with more than

30 years of experience stated, “This is

the safest wastewater plant I have ever

been to.” This is a testament to the

importance of the safety committee and

their unwavering commitment to the

health and safety of their co-workers.  
All the employees participate and have

HIDDEN VALUE:

INVESTING IN

EMPLOYEES HAS PAID

HUGE DIVIDENDS FOR

DANVILLE, VA.
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J E R R Y  S H U P E  

D I R E C T O R  O F  M I D - A T L A N T I C
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become experts in hazard recognition and

communication of their findings.  
 
The employees also understand how individual

results are tied to the overall business results of the

company.  This has proven successful as the project

has increased the financial performance each year.    
 
These efforts have increased our visibility and

reputation in the surrounding communities as well. 
The newer projects in Chatham and Yanceyville

would not have been possible without the reputation

sustained each day by the Danville employees. 
These results have been leveraged to provide the

building blocks for enhanced services for all three

projects and we have been successful in five different

proposals.

 
The Inframark Veterans Program also began in

Danville. This apprenticeship program started

with the development of a curriculum covering all

aspects of an entry level operator/mechanic in the

water and wastewater industry.  The next step was

an application through the Virginia Department of

Labor to detail the steps of our program and

develop language that complied with a state-

recognized “journeyman” apprenticeship.  Kyli

Sauls, a Danville lab technician, volunteered at the

time to begin the apprentice program and laid the

groundwork, along with Senior Recruiter Dawn

Goar, for our eventual acceptance into the Virginia

Veterans Apprenticeship Program.  Kyli is

continuing to advance in the program and is now

also leading the laboratory effort at our Chatham

project.

 
Due to the unwavering commitment of the staff at

the Danville project, the sky is the limit for our

success in this area. 

Stay tuned for bigger and better updates from the

employees at this project.



eMaint™ That Interesting! System
Implementation Has Been a Success

It was a little over a year ago that Inframark’s first

eMaint™ system went live, kicking off an effort to put

in place a common computerized maintenance

management system (CMMS) platform at all

Inframark ConOps projects. When we started,

projects were using a variety of systems with varying

levels of utilization. Each was standalone, with most

loaded on individual computers so dependent upon

the machine continuing to run without issue in order to

support the maintenance program.

 

With eMaint™, we have a modern, cloud-based

system requiring only the Internet to access the

CMMS. All systems have the same configuration to

support a consolidated view into data across project

lines. We have fields with the same standardized

selections to draw parallels while including flexibility in

other fields where projects are able to use local

nomenclature. 

P A M E L A  C U R R Y ,  S P E C I A L  P R O J E C T S  M A N A G E R

TECH TALK

The implementations have been a combination of

data preparation, training and ongoing support to

create foundational PMs and ramp up the generation

and closing of work orders. Data prep is a

collaborative process with implementation team

members working with project staff to capture and

flush out required detail. With all required data,

systems are in place for 41 projects. Of these, 31 are

considered completely implemented and continuing to

mature while 10 more projects are in varying stages of

building PMs, and generating and closing work orders

as they, too, approach completion. To date, there are

nearly 22,000 pieces of equipment in the combined

Inframark systems and 35,000 work orders have been

generated.
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eMaint™ has so much capability. It is an

astounding, wonderful platform to use once you

understand it. The more I use it, the easier

it becomes.
GENE  CHISUM  |  PROJECT  MANAGER

MCALESTER ,  OKLA .

More than 100 people have participated in one of

eight, three-day in-person training sessions led by

eMaint™ in Texas, Pennsylvania, California,

Oklahoma, and Connecticut. The training agenda

includes hands-on exercises, where attendees can try

out the processes that covered in a specific module. 
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Functionality to Support Asset

Management

 

Equipment criticality provides a key component of

asset management. Inframark’s eMaint™

configuration now includes functionality to

determine criticality based upon identified

equipment condition and failure risk. Users

populate the two fields and the system applies

background calculations to establish criticality for

each piece of equipment. Ongoing maintenance

efforts can be reviewed  to be verified and/or

adjusted based upon an asset’s rating. Clients will

also appreciate equipment criticality information

for planning capital improvement.

 

Because the condition and failure risk are far from

static, projects will be expected to review and

update this information on an annual basis so

equipment criticality is reflective of the current

circumstance.

Attendees receive a user guide that includes eMaint™

support information that has been revised by

Inframark and is based upon our common

configuration and functionality in all systems. Users

also have access to eMaint™ University webinars and

online support documentation.

 

Automated reporting has been put in place, with

eMaint™ sending information to system users, project

managers and regional management/leadership.

While some reports are standardized, others are

created to meet specific needs and provide

information to an identified audience at a desired

frequency. For example, a standardized report

provides a summary of work order activity from the

prior month (starting backlog; number of work orders

created, closed, and cancelled; and remaining

backlog). Because they want details of the completed

work orders for the month, some projects have an

automated report that provides this information.

Others have a report that lists work orders that will be

past due at the end of the month, generated with time

to respond and complete the assigned work before

month end.

eMaint™ was implemented at our project August

1, 2019. Another employee and I went to Texas

to learn all about eMaint™. The classes held

were very informative. Now that we are live, we

are learning more as we go and… it is a good

system to work in. The system is capable of doing

things that are very helpful in our everyday tasks.
CHERIE  HINGLE  |  OPERATIONS  SUPPORT  SUPERVISOR

PLAQUEMINES  PARISH ,  LA .  

The implementation team includes CMMS specialists

to provide ongoing support throughout and after

each implementation. They provide remote and

onsite guidance during a project’s early days with

eMaint™. They review automated reports and track

activity in each system to confirm consistent

application and, if potential issues are identified,

work with project staff to make corrections before

major problems arise.

The e-Maint™ implementation from the start has

been a wonderful experience and has assisted our

project in keeping up with all work done regarding

maintenance. The team did a great job training,

providing source materials to use once we

returned to our projects and even other personnel

to assist with other issues we may have had after

we began to use the system. 
JOSEPH  GRAHAM  |  OPERATIONS  SUPPORT  SPECIALIST

ST .  LUCIE  COUNTY ,  FLA .  

I think eMaint™ will be a good tool to see what

we are paying to repair equipment, providing a

paper trail to show the client how and why we are

spending their money.
STEPHANIE  MOSKO  |  ADMIN .  IV

DANVILLE ,  VA .



INDUSTRY AWARDS
& RECOGNITION

HOOSIER WINNER? NORTH WEBSTER

GARNERS INDIANA SAFETY & LAB

AWARD

Congrats to our North Webster, Ind., staff for not only scoring a

99% on their annual lab inspection, but for also being awarded

the Plant Safety Award and the Lab Excellence Award from the

Indiana Water Environment Association (IWEA). Project

Manager Jayne Alger attended the IWEA conference in Fort

Wayne to accept the awards in August.

At the spring Oklahoma Water Environment Association (OWEA) conference, our Oklahoma City project and

OWEA partnered with the Associated Board of Certifications (ABC) to establish a Wastewater Maintenance

Technologist Certification Program in the state.  Aside from Oklahoma, North Carolina is the only other state that

has a similar program. 
 

John Bannen and Jeromy Brush are on the OWEA Board as committee chairs and were approached for support

and involvement from Inframark as we operate 12 treatment plants and have 128 employees in Oklahoma.  We

committed to assist in developing and presenting training materials. We have now completed two of these

sessions and provided five instructors over those two classes. In addition to John and Jeromy, Chad Millspaugh,

Ronnie Childress, and Micah Wilson have all participated in training events.

 
Inframark has also sent team members to the training sessions and the team at Oklahoma City now has five

certified Level 1 wastewater maintenance technologists. This is a nationally recognized certification as it is issued

through the ABC Operator Certification Program. In the spring, Tony Davis and Tyler Wells passed their exams

and in the fall class John, Deon Henderson, and Randal Parsons all successfully passed the certification exam. 

 
The involvement with the training program not only strengthens the Inframark brand within Oklahoma, but also is

another example of alignment with our client by supporting and participating with them in this endeavor. During

the fall training session, Wastewater Quality Superintendent Crystal Kowalik attended the class and intended to

take the exam. She is in charge of overseeing our contract and all of our operations in Oklahoma City. There will

be two sessions scheduled in 2020 and our Oklahoma City project already has a list of Maintenance and

Operations folks wanting to continue to advance their careers in maintenance.

JOINT VENTURE: 

OKC AND OWEA CREATE NEW 

CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
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INDUSTRY PAPERS

& PRESENTATIONS

FOR PETE’S SAKE! STRIMPLE

SHARES QC KNOWLEDGE IN

VEGAS

HIT THE ROAD: INFRAMARK

ATTENDS CONFERENCES ACROSS

THE U.S.

Inframark took to the road this quarter to show up

at several municipal conferences. We exhibited at

the Florida League of Cities, Illinois Municipal

League, Oklahoma Municipal League as well as

the Texas Municipal League. We proudly exhibited

at each show and made some great connections

while talking about how we can partner with

communities to navigate their water and

wastewater systems.

QA/QC Support Analyst Peter Strimple represented

Inframark at this year’s 35th Annual Tri-State Seminar

in Las Vegas, Nev. He shared his knowledge of quality

control procedures for pH, DO, chlorine, and turbidity

analyses in in-house laboratories.
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PURE PARTNERSHIP

STARTS WITH US

SERVICE ANNIVERSARIES

INDUSTRY >

45 YEARS

Bennie Agee - Brookshire, Texas 

40 YEARS

Robert Clifton III - Danville, Va. 

Jerry Stephens - Red Bluff, Calif.

35 YEARS

Raymond Collins - Oklahoma City, Okla. 

Terence Davis - Oklahoma City, Okla.

Judy Thomas - Bristol, Tenn.

15 YEARS

Jane Ben-Hayon - Coral Springs, Fla.

Patricia Hughes - Lakes of Parkway, Texas

Nathan Laucks - Lititz, Pa.

William Melanson - Downingtown, Pa.

Mary Polanec - Home Office, S.D. 

Ryan Renzy - Coral Springs, Fla.

10 YEARS

John Bannen - Oklahoma City, Okla.

Mirna Bonilla-Odums - Brookshire, Texas

Meliton Cardenas - Brookshire, Texas

David Council - Bridgeport, Conn.

Noel Haro - Brookshire, Texas

Kent Holley - Bridgeport, Conn.

Marcin Mazurkiewicz - Tri-Muni, N.Y.

Keith Nesteruk - Perris, Calif.

Ernestino Ponce - Brookshire, Texas

Denise Robinson - Brookshire, Texas

Gerri Smith - Guymon, Okla.

Mark Thomas - Bridgeport, Conn.

5 YEARS

David Contreras Portillo - Westmoor, Texas

Kristoffer Dursee - Carmel, N.Y.

Edward Fuller - Fresh Kills, N.Y.

Corey Giles - Belle Chasse, La.

William Jones - Home Office, Mich.

Mark Kilchrist - Westmoor, Texas

Dexian Lea - Katy, Texas

Santos Marquina - Westmoor,Texas

Gerardo Mendoza - Horizon MUD, Texas

Stephanie Mosko - Danville, Va.

David Noel - St. Lucie, Fla.

Nort Pannell - Home Office, La.

Dennis Reddin - Brookshire, Texas

Patrick Sandwick - Westmoor, Texas

Stanford Shanks - Ft. Myers, Fla.

Kyle Sundblom - Newburgh, N.Y.

Timothy Taylor - DeSoto County RUA, Miss.

Steven Whitney - Kingwood, Texas

Donna Wilson - Brookshire, Texas

30 YEARS

Michael Morton - Bristol, Tenn.
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25 YEARS

Frank Alvizo Jr. - Katy, Texas

Jose Barba - Gilbert, Ariz.

Daryl Dixon - Bridgeport, Conn.

Joseph Rolfes - Brookshire, Texas

James Wolfe - Katy, Texas

20 YEARS

Levar Duplessis - Belle Chasse, La.

John Giblin - Bridgeport, Conn.

Marvin Jenkins - Houston, Texas

Gerald Long - Kelloggs, Pa.

Thomas Papcun - Bridgeport, Conn.

Daniel Sadler - Kingwood, Texas



OFF THE CLOCK

& IN THE COMMUNITY

IT'S BETTER TO GIVE:

INFRAMARK DONATES AS PART

OF CHARITY DRIVE

THIS SPUD'S FOR YOU

This year’s Potato Festival, in Ebensburg, Pa.,

was a huge success and exceeded the estimated

25,000 people expected for the day. Inframark

was one of the 300-plus vendors in attendance.

Branded bags, potato stress relievers and

brochures were passed out to the attendees to

inform them about our services. 

 

Throughout the day, we had the opportunity to

meet and talk to so many wonderful people. We

answered a lot of great questions about whom

Inframark is and what we do. The people

absolutely LOVED the bags and especially the

potatoes. Word got around and one of the

ladies running the Potato Festival stopped by

because she just had to have a potato stress

reliever everyone was talking about! 

 

Inframark was a big hit and we got our name

out to the community and surrounding areas! 
Inframark partnered with the Howard Hughes

Corporation by participating in the Bridgeland Spring

Giving Drive.  Bridgeland, a community located in

Cypress, Texas (a suburb in the northwest part of

Houston), is a project operated by the Texas Municipal

Utility District (MUD) and HOA client in IMS.  We

donated $100 for each new home sold between March 1

and April 30, 2019, to one of three charitable

organizations selected by the buyer: Cy-Fair Educational

Foundation (CFEF), Cy-Hope or The Leukemia &

Lymphoma Society. Overall, 159 new homes were sold

during the drive.  Inframark presented a $5,000 check to

the CFEF, a $3,800 check to Cy-Hope, and a $7,100

check to the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society. 
Additionally, Inframark has become an Endowment

Partner with the CFEF, and the funds raised will be utilized

toward a scholarship to be awarded yearly on behalf of

Inframark.  It’s gratifying to be giving back to

organizations within the communities we serve.
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OFF THE CLOCK

& IN THE COMMUNITY

FLEMING ISLAND EMPLOYEE'S

WORTHY CHALLENGE PROVES

SHE'S THE REAL MCCOY 

Giddy Up: Inframark

Sponsors Pennsylvania

Rodeo Event

Inframark proudly sponsored the Lehigh Valley

Rodeo on Saturday, September 7. The event

was held at Edgewood Valley Farms in

Nazareth, Pa.. The fun-filled night consisted of

horse riding, racing, and bull riding action that

was a must-see!

This past August, Administrative Assistant Christine McCoy

from our Fleming Island Plantation location really leveled up

on her own health and those who are a part of her team. 

 Not only did she challenge a coworker to increase their

water consumption per day, but she organized a blood drive

for their community.  
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ELSEWHERE IN FLEMING ISLAND...

Talk about a blast from the past! Our Fleming Island

Plantation project hosted a fun fifties flashback casino night

for their adult residents on Saturday, Sept. 14 (see photo

above). The community event was a hit among the

residents!

I Love a Parade:

Inframark Float Wins

Big at Mustang Festival

Mustang, Okla., celebrated 50 years strong this

year during their annual Western Days festival.

 Our Mustang team proudly represented

Inframark in the parade this year and earned the

first-place prize in their commercial float

category.  Way to go!






